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Objectives and Purposes

Many studies have examined online discourse in educational
telecommunications projects (Farrell, Peguero, Lindsey, & White, 1988; Tobin &
Davidson, 1990), but far fewer have explored how online and off-line dialogue
can be combined to create rich educational experiences. This study focuses on
alternative ways of thinking about the experiences of two cohorts of high school
students participating in separate political simulations, one about peace
negotiations in the Middle East (the Arab-Israeli Conflict simulation, or AIC ),
and one focusing on domestic American policy issues (The Conflix Project, or
Conflix ). Both simulations involve several different forms of intensive

communication: online communication with other participants; online
communication with college and high school mentors ; face-to-face decision-
making dialogue with other players and teachers; and online and face-to-face
out-of-character debriefing discussions. By examining the ways student
participants utilized each mode of communication in either activity, we will
explore how new educational experiences might be created, drawing on the
strengths of both in-person interactions and online communication.

The Projects

In AIC, high school students in a dozen or more schools around the world take
on the roles of world leaders engaged in the ongoing conflict in the Middle East.
Students are grouped with classmates into nation-teams, and use specially
designed web-based software to communicate with characters from other teams.
Starting from an initial description of the current political situation, the characters
interact with each other over an 8-week period. Apart from the scenario and
background materials that are provided, the events of the game are entirely
student-driven. Guidance and enrichment are provided by "facilitators" (most
often teachers at the students' school), as well as the AIC mentoring staff'
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(college students receiving course credit for acting as advisors and
gamemasters ).

In Conflix, high school students in five schools take on the roles of real-life
politicians, lobbyists and journalists in a series of online policy conferences.
Working in committees charged with addressing specific areas of American civic
life, each first-time participant adopts the personas of one or two real-life
politicians. Rather than working in formally assigned teams, students act
unilaterally, but often form dynamic political alliances based on ideological
grounds and political expediency. Apart from one committee dealing with foreign
policy in a scenario-based format, the events of the game are entirely student-
driven, with agenda-setting and decision-making based on a form of probabilistic
decision-making (Flood, 1978; Weisserman, 1999). As in AIC, guidance and
enrichment are provided by facilitators (most often teachers at the students
school), who often also take on the roles of lobbyists, journalists and foreign
dignitaries. Conflix also employs the services of college mentors, although in
recent years proficient high school students have been encouraged to take on
mentoring roles as well.

Literature Review: Online Discourse, Experience and Learning, and the Use
of Simulation Gaming

Online discourse

Research on online discourse is a growing field. Many researchers have
compared on-line "computer-mediated communication" (CMC) with face-to-face
talk and other written forms of communication, and have found substantial
differences. In general, CMC is more formal than speech but less formal than
other forms of writing (Collot & Belmore, 1996; Moran & Hawisher, 1998; Yates,
1996). More importantly, it is widely accepted that the absence of subtle social
cues gives CMC messages a tendency to more frank and egalitarian, but also
less trusting and friendly (Curtis, 1998; Moran & Hawisher, 1998; Putnam, 2000).
The studies cited above are concerned with "general" online communication from
voluntary Internet groups or personal e-mail, rather than with CMC done in the
context of a school assignment.

However, research about online text in educational telecommunications projects
is also growing as a unique field of study unto itself. Echoing the research on
"general" online discourse, some studies suggest that when used within a
classroom, CMC can lead to conversations that are more egalitarian, in that they
elicit more equal distribution of contributions. In explaining this difference,
researchers cite the lack of social cues that reinforce classroom power
hierarchies (Beach & Lundell, 1998; Cohen & Scardamalia, 1998; Hawisher &
Selfe, 1998; Rickly, 1995). Most studies in this area examine online text as a
self-contained discourse space (e.g., Brown, Ellery, & Campione, 1998; Guzdial,
1993; Sugar & Bonk, 1998). Only a few studies even acknowledge the idea that
CMC and face to face discussion might be intertwined in productive ways (Cohen
& Scardamalia, 1998; Tabak & Reiser, 1997), and none have examined in depth
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the relationship between on-line and face-to-face discussion in classroom
situations that include both. Wallace (2000) has noted that in much of the
literature on educational technology, the role of face-to-face dialog among
students and teachers is often ignored. For this reason, despite its superficial
relevance, the literature on online discourse contains relatively little utility for
understanding the dynamics of learning in a project like AIC or Conflix.

Experience and learning

As a learning activity, AIC and Conflix fall solidly within the constructivist
perspective, inasmuch as both place special emphasis on learning through
experience. As such, the simulations find their raison d etre in Dewey's
description of progressive education:

To imposition from above is opposed expression and cultivation of
individuality; to external discipline is opposed free activity; to learning from
texts and teachers, learning through experience; to acquisition of isolated
skills and techniques by drill is opposed acquisition of them as means of
attaining ends which make direct vital appeal... (Dewey, 1938, p. 19)

Of course, experience does not necessarily lead to desirable learning outcomes,
a point Dewey acknowledged (Dewey, 1938). In order for experience to be
beneficial, there must be some sort of reflection and abstraction, generally
through the use of symbol systems (Dewey, 1916/1966, p. 232). Lampert and
Ball (1998) have framed a central challenge of teaching as getting students to
abstract from concrete experience, or, in their words, "the challenge of aiming for
big ideas through the study of particulars" (p. 161). Kurt Lewin, and later Kolb
(1984) have extended this idea into a "cycle" of experiential learning, where
direct experience is followed by observation and reflection, then abstraction, then
testing those abstractions, and back to direct experience again (Kolb, 1984).

More recently Duffy and Jonassen and their colleagues (1992) have followed in
the footsteps of Dewey, Lewin, and Kolb, arguing that learning is rooted in
experience and emphasizing strategies that allow students to have meaningful or
"authentic" experiences and then make sense of those experiences. Authentic
experience, in this perspective, comes from pursuing activities in a context that
comes from a "real world" domain (i.e, the world of work as opposed to that of
school). "Authentic contexts" can include ones created expressly for the
purposes of learning in school. The context doesn't have to actually be in the
real world. Instead, "the authenticity arises from engaging in the kinds of tasks

using the kinds of tools that are authentic to that domain" (Duffy & Jonassen,
1992, p. 9). Several constructivist approaches emphasize this kind of intellectual
authenticity. Cognitive apprenticeship (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989) aims at
helping students, through modeling and guidance, to engage in the same kinds
of intellectual practices as adult practitioners of a discipline. Anchored instruction
(Bransford, Vye, Kinzer, & Risko, 1990) creates a (fictional) narrative context
from which problems are "authentically" drawn. Project-based learning
(Blumenfeld et al., 1991; Krajcik et al., 1996; Krajcik, Soloway, & Blumenfeld,
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1998) aims for authenticity by structuring investigations around "driving
questions" that have meaningful connections to students' lives.

Authenticity in AIC and Conflix has commonalities with these approaches. Tasks
such as finding and synthesizing information, creating arguments, and weighing
alternatives are contextualized within a larger goal of doing well in the game.
The game itself has a certain realism in that the characters, nations, and
scenarios are based in the real world. But if authentic tasks must be authentic to
some real-world domain, that domain takes on great importance. We have
argued for political science as the core domains of both AIC and Conflix, but
when students are playing characters, they look like diplomats and politicians,
not political scientists. This is a fine distinction, but an important one. Of course,
the practice of diplomacy and the practice of politics can both be informed by
political science, and that is exactly what we want students to do. The technical
tools of AIC and Conflix give students a way to practice diplomacy from an inside
point of view, but we also want them to take the large view. That is where the
intellectual tools of political science can be of benefit.

Learning through simulations

Simulations have been used as a pedagogical tool in nearly every subject area
and grade level (Chapman & Sorge, 1999; Muir, 1996; Randel, Morris, Wetzel, &
Whitehill, 1992). Considering the number of simulation activities that exist,
however, relatively few empirical studies have been done. Literature reviews of
the few empirical studies that do exist suggest that when traditional outcome
measures are used, only a few simulations show advantages over direct
instruction (Chapman & Sorge, 1999; Randel et al., 1992).

Constructivist perspectives suggest, though, that the kind of knowledge learned
in experiential activities such as simulations may be different than that learned in
traditional settings, and not always predictable in advance (Bednar, Cunningham,
Duffy, & Perry, 1992; Cunningham, 1992). Simulations in particular allow for
unexpected learning. Simon (1996) poses the question, "How can a simulation
ever tell us anything that we do not already know?" (p. 14). He proposes two
answers: first, while we may be able to define the premises of a simulation
clearly, we may not be able to accurately predict the educational outcomes to
which these premises lead. Second, a simulation allows one to simplify a part of
the world so that assumptions about certain kinds of interactions can be tested.

It is important to distinguish between simulations where content is built in as
opposed to ones where the players provide the content. On one end of the scale
are simulations where every player option and outcome possibility is pre-
programmed. In simulations based on a "Goal-Based Scenario" model (Schank,
1992), for example, users are led through a scenario and at certain points are
given options to choose from. The combination of choices that a user makes
determines what happens as the scenario progresses. Entertainment
simulations such as "Myst" or "Sim City" also fall at this end of the scale. In these
types of simulations, the designer knows what inputs will lead to what outputs,
and the point is to train others to see that too. The scenarios may be very
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complex, but complexity comes from embedding hundreds or thousands of
responses to possible behaviors. Complex though they may be, it would be
disingenuous to label such activities as purely constructivist. Indeed, one might
reasonably conclude them to represent a highly sophisticated instantiation of
behaviorist principles, with rich algorithms eclipsing predetermined
epistemological premises.

On the other end are simulations where a set of elements (players or
programmed units) and the ways the elements interact are pre-defined, but the
exact content is not. Outcomes are usually open-ended and dependent on the
interactions that occur in a particular run. Software such as Star Logo or
Interactive Physics allow users to define elements, interactions, and starting
conditions, and then observe what happens when the elements are set loose.
Games like "Diplomacy" or "Dungeons and Dragons" start with a set of human
players, a basic scenario, and basic rules, but events and outcomes are entirely
in the hands of the players. In these types of simulations, the outcomes are
much less predictable. While it is sometimes possible to make generalizations
about the behavior of people or software elements, there is always a possibility of
surprise for the designer as well as the participants. AIC and Conflix both fall into
this category, and it is this kind of simulation that can teach something new to the
designers as well as the players (Simon, 1996).

Recently, researchers at MIT have been touting what they call "participatory
simulations" (Cole Ila, 2000). In these simulations, participants might model an
epidemic by carrying around tiny devices that can transmit "viruses" to each
other. Participants are then make theories about the behavior of the devices and
conduct group experiments. Developers of these simulations argue that by
becoming elements of the simulation itself, participants are more likely to feel
motivated to understand the system. This last argument certainly applies to AIC,
but while AIC is certainly "participatory" in nature, an important distinction should
be made. Unlike in the MIT simulations, in AIC the students' task is not to figure
out the rules that the developer has designed into the system (the simulation
"model"). Rather, the students, the teachers, and the mentors negotiate these
rules among each other. The argument is also applicable to Conflix, where a
considerable amount of rule-making and discussion about the nature of
democratic governance occurs in most sessions.

Methods and Data

Our methodology falls into the category of "narrative analysis." In recent years,
as we have begun to understand better the role of narrative in everyday
understanding (J. Bruner, 1986; Bruner, 1990; Jackson, 1995; Mc Ewan & Egan,
1995), narrative has gained wider acceptance as having a legitimate role in
research. Many researchers have argued that narrative is a particularly
important way of understanding complex experiences that unfold over time
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Polkinghorne, 1995; Rorty, 1989). Lodge (Lodge, 1990)
writes, "Narrative is concerned with process, that is, with change in a given state
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of affairs, or it converts problems and contradictions in human experience into
process in order to understand or cope with them." (p. 142).

The difficulty with applying narrative analysis to AIC and Conflix is that there are
so many narratives going on simultaneously. Each activity can be "sliced"
several different ways. For example, the activities can be divided into three
"discourses": (1) "Game discourse," which is text that makes up the in-character
simulated world of the game; (2) "Surrounding discourse," which includes speech
that students have with each other or their teacher as they struggle with creating
the "game discourse"; and (3) "Meta-discourse," which includes out-of-character
discussions and reflections about the implications of the activity. The activities
can also be "sliced" in terms of the different roles involved (character,
facilitator/teacher, mentor, project developer, researcher). All of these roles
implies a different, if overlapping, points of view. Finally, the scope of the
narrative can be more focused or more inclusive: it could focus on anything from
a single student, to a team, to a particular "run" of the simulation, to the project
as a whole. Each slice shows something important, but each is deeply
connected to the other slices; each leaves out something crucial.

In honesty, we have not yet settled on a unified approach for analyzing these
activities through narrative. We would, however, like to highlight three
approaches that we are pursuing.

Layered Discourse. One approach is to highlight the interactions between the
various slices of activity through what linguists would call a "laminated," or
layered, narrative. We include an example of such a narrative from AIC that
includes three categories of discourse mentioned above: "Game discourse,"
"Surrounding discourse," and "Meta-discourse." The resulting narrative chooses
a vignette in the simulation and shows the three discourses running in parallel.

Building Theory Through Dialogue. A second approach attempts to show how
sophisticated learning and theory building can result through dialog between
people involved in various roles (character, mentor, game designer, researcher),
and in particular when participants have the opportunity to move between these
roles.

Documentary Video. A third approach moves away from the written word
altogether, into the realm of documentary video. Since so much of the important
discourse that goes on in Conflix occurs informally, we have turned to video not
just to record activity, but also to describe it. This is both a medium and a
methodology that has only recently begun to gain legitimacy within the field
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). Excerpts of the video were shown at AERA 2001,
where this paper was presented, and a brief description of the video is included
later in this paper. This description, however, is in journalistic narrative form,
being the closest written genre to the film itself.
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Our data include logs of students' online communication, classroom field notes,
video and audio tapes, participatory online web logs, and interviews with
participants, mentors, and facilitators. Each author was involved in the design of
one of these exercises, leading a mentoring group, and facilitating at least one
group of participants.

Methodological Concerns

There are two critical dangers in doing this kind of research. One is a danger
shared with all teacher-research and participant-observation studies: that the
knowledge created in this research might be so personal and "subjective" that it
is not useful to anyone else (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999). The second is that
the narrative might become "purely descriptive," with no power to create
understanding that goes beyond a chronology of specific events.

The first concern is particularly important because both of us have been deeply
involved in the design and implementation of the projects. Conflix, in fact was
begun by one of us (Weisserman) as part of his work as a high school teacher. It
quickly became clear that an impersonal, detached stance would not be possible:

What began as an attempt to create an online democracy for
educational purposes had evolved into something much more, and
much less. Like Drake, I found myself studying not a subject but a
context. The violations of traditional social research methods were
legion. My own students made up the bulk of each cohort. Most of
them were not what one might call typical. Furthermore, many had
studied with me before, or had also enrolled in other classes I was
teaching the same term. Some had been drawn into the project
from other classes I taught, and others had participated more than
once. I quickly became engrossed by the sub-cultures that
developed among them, with distinct languages, rites and rituals. It
wasn't until much later that I realized I belonged to some of them.
(Weisserman, 1999)

Addressing this problem means doing several things. One is having a base of
good evidence on which to create a narrative. The necessity of a base of good
evidence is why we have gathered data extensively from multiple sources
something which will be addressed later in this section. Moreover, we will take a
cue from Holt's admonition that just because historical narratives are
interpretations doesn't mean that anything goes: There is a craft and a discipline
in making a good, evidence based story.

Another way of addressing the danger of subjectivity is to take into account the
perspectives of the people involved. This idea has a long tradition, beginning with
Gertz's (1973) idea of ethnographic "thick description" description based on the
interpretations of one's informants. More recently, this idea has evolved into the
idea of "polyvocal" research (Farrell et al., 1988; Tobin & Davidson, 1990), that
is, research that explicitly asks the participants to document and interpret their
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own experiences. In this sort of research, the researcher's voice ideally becomes
one among many, though in practice it is hard to imagine that the researcher's
voice does not carry special weight and authority within the narrative. This means
that we must be able to reflect on our own pedagogical and ideological beliefs,
and our own learning that we experience as a result of our involvement with the
activity (E. M. Bruner, 1986). Holt (1995) reminds us that the process of creating
a narrative can be a narrative in itself: "in the process of doing history, one can
be changed, transformed by what one learns" (p. 11).

Addressing the second danger means to make sure that the narrative explains
something. Tom Holt (1995) again: "Historical narratives are not simply
descriptive, but inherently analytical. To answer the question of how or why
some event, development, or process happened is to think a narrative, which is
human experience ... in some temporal sequence" (p. 13).

On the other hand, it is worth turning back to the anthropologists for caution, lest
we think that we can create a narrative "purely" on evidence, without any
ideological slant. E.M. Bruner (E. M. Bruner, 1986) writes that: "It is not that we
initially have a body of data, the facts, and we then must construct a story or a
theory to account for them. Instead the narrative structures we construct are
not secondary narratives about data but primary narratives that establish what is
to count as data" (p. 142). Furthermore, explanatory narratives are constructed
jointly with our informants, and so our choice of informants affects everything that
happens. "We choose those informants whose narratives are most compatible
with our own" (E. M. Bruner, 1986, p. 151).

With these caveats, what follows are samples from several different kinds of
discourse, each written in their own genre, as befitting the subject.
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Approach One: Layered Discourse

Many have argued that social interaction, or "discourse" in a broad sense, is an
important component of educational experiences and meaning-making in general
(Bakhtin, 1986; Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989; Herrenkohl, Palincsar,
De Water, & Kawasaki, 1997; Roschelle, 1996; Scardamalia, Bereiter, & Lamon,
1994; Vygotsky, 1978). While character-playing games such as AIC and Conflix
can be used to further many different educational goals (such as learning facts
about the Middle East or American government), we argue that whatever
outcome goals might be present in any particular instantiation of the project,
these simulations are, most essentially, tools for promoting discussions. The
events of each game are negotiated among the students, facilitators, mentors
and project designers, and this discourse appears to be the primary way students
construct meaning from their experiences in these games. Therefore any
analysis of the outcomes of either project must take into account the discussions
students have with each other in and around the project.

Even with that in mind, the nature of learning through these games is complex
and difficult to predict. Unlike most web-based learning programs, character-
playing games give students the ability to choose the direction their activity takes
through online and offline discussion and collaboration. The negotiation among
students, facilitators, mentors, and project designers can lead to unexpected
changes in attitudes and knowledge, and, in some instances, have even lead to
reconsideration of the goals of the project.

In an attempt to address the complex nature of discourse and learning in these
simulations, we have identified three main loci of discourse in each game:

"Game" discourse. This is discourse that students produce in a conscious effort
to fulfill the demands of a role or a rule-bound situation. Game discourse
consists mainly of online conversations, in genres such as diplomatic messages
or press releases, among students acting as characters in threaded discussion
forums and online talk shows, and between characters and mentors.

"Surrounding" discourse. This contains discussion that the students have in their
own voices that is linked in some way to the Game discourse. For example, this
discourse may be a way of making decisions necessary to the creation of Game
discourse; it may be a reaction to Game discourse of others; and it may be
discussion that takes up issues related to the Game discourse. In AIC,
surrounding discourse generally takes the form of face-to-face discussion , which
may occur in traditional classroom settings, small team groups, or in more
informal social settings. In Conflix, surrounding discourse takes place in several
forms, especially informal plotting sessions among players and between players
and mentors.
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"Meta-discourse." This discourse includes discussions by students, educators,
mentors, and simulation designers about the educational and ideological value of
the project; its relationship to school curricula; its value within particular content
areas; and instructional design issues. Meta-discourse can be found in regular
mentor meetings, conversations among facilitators and simulation designers, and
-- when they become aware of their own learning -- in student dialogue as well.

However, identifying these three loci of discourse is not the same as creating a
clearly delineated taxonomy of the ways students communicate with each other.
Each of these discourses is incomplete without the others. Moreover, the types
of discourse in question defy easy categorization, and traditional methods of text
or conversation analysis do not adequately explain the complex activities that
occur in theselgames. The meaning students construct as a result of participation
in these exercises has much to do with how sequences of events and
conversations unfold for individual characters over time.

The following is a snapshot of AIC. It is an attempt to take one particular slice of
the project and show how several levels of activity occur simultaneously and
interdependently. To do this, we have taken data from the project and created a
text containing three "strips" which correspond to the three levels of discourse
proposed above: Game discourse, surrounding discourse, and meta-discourse.
Each is created from textual data that has been excerpted and edited with
narrative clarity in mind. The strips run horizontally, in parallel, and each strip
deserves some explanation.

Game discourse comes from in-character online postings made by the high
school participants and mentors. The postings are a tiny portion of the written
activity in the simulation: we have chosen two press releases and portions of
two mentor updates in a game where there were 96 press releases, 34
updates, and 1,973 communiqu s, plus several dozen action forms and
weekly summaries. Explanatory comments are in italics.

Surrounding discourse in this sample is a similarly small portion of the hours
of conversation among team members and the teacher-facilitator
(Kupperman) that occurred during the high school classes. Explanatory
comments are in italics.

Meta-discourse includes an excerpt from fieldnote data and quotes from
interviews and debriefing discussions, along with further reflections and
explanations. Fieldnote data and quotes are in normal type, while reflections
and explanations are in italics.

The focus of this narrative is narrow: the sample deals with how the Israel team
from the Spring, 2000 Red Game reacted to a particular event in the game
(specifically, a bombing within Israel). The selections were chosen with two
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criteria (1) that they illustrate each kind of discourse clearly, and (2) that together
they make a coherent whole, showing how the discourses work together.

With this type of text, there is an obvious problem for the reader: how does one
read such a thing? It is tempting to say, "Any way you like," and leave it at that.
However, there are some aspects that we would like to call attention to.

First is the fact that the game discourse has a certain coherence of its own.
There is a fictional universe of the simulation which is created in the online text,
and this is what ties the activity together. It makes sense, therefore, to read the
game discourse strip straight through first of all.

However, the game discourse is authored by many people dynamically over a
period of time, and there is a great deal that goes on around the reading and
writing of the text. In particular, the details of decision-making, which form some
of the highest-level cognitive tasks in AIC, are usually not apparent in the game
discourse. This is where the surrounding discourse comes in.

Other relationships between the discourses are worth noting. An interesting
aspect of the relationship between game discourse and surrounding discourse is
that while the game discourse provides information and defines a situation that
forms the basis for the surrounding discourse, the surrounding discourse feeds
back into the game discourse, adding to it and creating a revised situation. In
this way, the surrounding discourse takes on a meaning and urgency within the
world of the simulation.

The connection between the surrounding discourse and the meta-discourse is
very much a teaching relationship. It is easy to see how the facilitator/simulation
designer shapes the direction of the students' conversation toward particular
educational goals. However, it is important to emphasize that the goal setting
works both ways: goals and standards are continually being revised and
negotiated among all the people involved.

Finally, a similar interaction goes on between the meta-discourse and the game
discourse. The simulation designer may set the initial situation and rules, but
since the game discourse is constantly growing and changing, the designer and
the mentors must continually fine-tune the game discourse in light of their goals
and standards for the simulation, which in turn are influenced by the events in the
game.

11
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On April 6, a breathless news item came over the wires*:

NEWS FLASH

Devastation ripped across the state of Israel yesterday as dynamite exploded
in empty buses parked in Transportation Authority yards. A total of 256
Israeli buses were destroyed. A note found near the scene claimed that Hamas
was responsible and threatened more deadly action. In Israel, the public has
shown its outrage at this action by calling for either tightening security
and better intelligence information or the removal of the current
government. No comment has been received by the Israeli government yet.

rNote: news wire items are written by the Game Mentor based on Action Forms submitted by
characters in the simulation.]

(April 7, 2000)

Rodney, playing Ehud Barak (prime minister of Israel): I understand that there's this huge uprising that
we have to:look out for. What should we do then? Isn't that like sort of covered in the first part of that
thing'Where.it'S:like... declaring martial law on that area?

Facilitator: Declaring martial law is not going to ....

Brett, playing David Levy (foreign minister of Israel): Yeah, bombing our busses is not going to do
anything!

Facilitator:- In the short term, yeah, you can declare martial law, you can crack down, you can close the
borders....

BretVLevy: This is not the final plan, this is showing them that we don't take their crap....

Facilitator: I'm just saying that, if you do that long enough, hard enough, there's going to be resistance.
And who knows what ArafaVs reaction is going to be. If you close down the borders, take really drastic
action,:it's:going to.completely derail the Palestinian- Israeli negotiations.

Rodney/Birak: :They're already derailed as it is.

BretVLevy::We'have to show them that if they resort to these tactics, it's not going to get them

A.lismotaboutviolence,/khave/repeatedIptolthmentofand;patticipants.zDespile,news,5epor)ts;end
isto /book Jilled/with/a,seemingly endlessfstnng,of>,wars/invasions/assasinations,/ana,rockrnrowii~,/// /c/z(z -///w// ///(.////f/ /// 7:/// /://///i//////,// '

werhave/maintalned;thatthewast,majority of>pohticalanteraction among n.ations'inithe/Middle/East/
cZslaFegollan/aWleVIV//// //// /////
&was/ironic /then /that a.vidlent event,precipitatedlhe actiVity,presented;here --activity/that/I/believe///7
was s e of the/mostithoughtfukand/meaningfukin'the simulation.
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Soon afterwards, Sheikh Ahmed Yassin, Spiritual leader of the militant Palestinian group Hamas,
released a statement to the press taking responsibility:

Press Release by Hamas: Appearing in Al-Filastine (Ramallah) 4/9/2000

With great pride and tenacity, Hamas takes full responsibility for the
bombings of the 256 empty Israeli buses. We also feel no regret over the
four lost lives that resulted from these bombings.

Yet even with this responsibility and obvious disruption of the peace
process, the Israeli government has yet to communicate with any Palestinian
groups. The basis for our actions was to reiterate the Palestinian
interests in the Middle east because so far we have been completely ignored.
Israel, Lebanon, Syria, Great Britain, Russia, the U.S., and even the
Palestinian Authority seemingly have forgotten about the true interests of

anywhere__
FaCilitator: Remember what happened when Rabin was assassinated.... Peres came into power; soon
after that there.was a series of terrorist bombings by Names, the Israeli public got upset, Peres.was
voted out of power,:Netanyahu came into power there was this right-wing government for abOuf 4.
years until last year. And basically no negotiations with the Palestinians or Syria happened. Thaf s
the cost of,the t:. crackdown. Now, you've got to watch your own butt, because your coalition is not rock
solid either.i:And the-voters.can vote you out of office, if they feel they're threatened.

Rodney/Barak:- So, basically, what do you think we should do'? I understand that ... we have to'stop
them sOmehow, but we have to have some long term plan, because we can't do one thing without
leaving sorrie.negative impact on what's going on. Like we can try to assassinate Samantha [a Stikieht
in the class'playing Ayatollah Khamenei of Iran], but that will only do [so] much. We can try to bomb:
some area, büt that's not going to do much anyways. We can declare martial law and close our.
borders, but that's only going to hurt our relations will all the countries. And if we don't do anything;:like-,
nothing happened, then we're just going to be looked on as weak. Right?

Facilitator: Mm hm.
RodneY/Barak: So we're going to have to compromise somehow, and I'm not sure what our best move
with that is. I mean.... I just don't know... It's like we already increased security and that didn't work.

,On/April/ 4 wrote/the,followinvn,mtfieldnotelournol: /"For o'_.e , __-._/ / , , /..,,,,/,,, ,,, ,,,,,,1/2,21,,,,,, //),/,/,/..,/, /, 7,;;,<,,,,,,. //:// /47,"/7":7457/at least/ today the. whble simulation was wor:th it The am
/./7. ././/p/4/"'///// ///7 t-',"/ TArhen/fheXfirst/ffpund/out/4bout'71;t -, hIg4,:eactIo/ /1/)/17,/c/%143/3.1,,,),/,]; //./i.:/// //%/%/1/ %.!,/ %////////%Al/ ///,- //// ///////////fga,.//.et ,zbo //them. Ayti-rst//he/confused/Hainas/wi,th ,Ile/Hezbolaah/and/// / // /7/ /////./ V,. //'/ // r////V/0%/,%//////// /1////' ////7 /////////V/WW/////////////wanted//toromb Leban.on.. /Then.with/that /cleared up,/he asked/Artewhere- a a

:,7<va- /ap*when 2.,sa,c1Q/a.t>a, , Q.:/ta/r2,7 /
11/e/7J/dm/tea/ea/a 6..(n,g,,Au/t/ana&4:'Zon/form/ /4-felbegri/le.'inin"orAoin;aSd//aVcr.4.kap,4/7 ././//l& //,/ '1, 7/, //7 / / 'z/ // , /// .:///% // //1/ j//// /,'//////7 /7/V///// //7 / // ell

n/5 ,lie/A0,c,cup-3,e, ,a;/t/err:Mor.3.;0, , and ./I ,aaked/him4andePepantyBrt yyha,y/ ihe /
/All /447/o_e/eftp/rtaa/vil'olu3_/44/ "'Ai,/ 41Ao7riteAlaig/lh/Yt k,iid,X)V.1:&,<er

07c //: /7 -/%11/f/7//77 /// ////7/////////////%1////i/ /l/ /////../1/ /,%/ ////// //////////y/Ohe//Pkes, ',aia s have'? Rodney said//that/they/ might/have/ internat1onaa/
,-,%.( /// , . . ,.,/4"/,pre,s,sure rt therr ,,s1./cle //and/I

/ hij/T/o/rify //tileimiide4&-oiro<fW / /9// /
I/
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the Palestinian people and instead have been focusing on military alignments
and securing their own current positions. The Palestinian people have no
homeland and.we will no longer stand to be ignored.

Apparently, our most recent actions were not visible enough to allow the
Israeli government (as well as its allies) to see the Palestinian people as
a player in these negotiations. Hopefully, our next response will warrant
more reaction and attention to our objectives.

-Yassin

So we're just going to increase security more? What does that mean? If we increase security more, is
it like a soldier on every sidewalk cement step?

Brett/Leyy:took. If we let the Hamas if we let them off and don't seriously do some damage to therri
they'll:be.like.!'.0h I see, exploding things is a good way to get our point across." Let's do it AGAIN!!''

Rodney/Barak: That's the whole point. The whole point is that we can bomb them back but that woiyt
do much. ;But we have to do. something, because if we don't do anything then that's exactly what we
look.like._ :So we have to do:something but we can't just do one thing.... [The Palestinians have] got:the
power to do baSically anything they want to us, no matter how tight our security is, just because they're_
so,many ciftheifi. So what has to happen is that we've got to somehow come up with a long term plan
that-will allow us to have a response to this thing, but also allow us to

Brett/Levy: All right; here's my two pennies on this one. Hamas.has committed a crime. They're going
tO prison for a While. Somehow. Eventually, yeah, we can have a long term plan, and like the first thing;
is, if they want to get anything back, they have to have a long term period of good behavior.

Rodney/Barak: I agree with that. We do have to do something, but we have to decide what.

anytba4':/A /th-s, ,P.'o , ey seeme /,o rea -rze o v e , rrst time/ ing/they di.
"we,wOti

,4',.////17 /
would/ avezri.e9a-tive ,conseque c es,. / And/il, they ad /nottiii47

////////0/9///////77/
,<i/ke w,a.mpsz/, zBrett//,toolt*,the/hard/kine4,- hatther,e/should,,behre,takration//no

ma-//s//V//T/

if///filtisifou/ dV/I/d':0.%'" but thizsztir4// want7t,h/m7to cl.e/e I01',"ete th/g7..
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The action shocked and angered the Israeli Government. David Levy, the hawkish Israeli Foreign
Minister, did not mince words.

Press Release by Israel: Ha'aretz newspaper (Tel-Aviv) April 11, 2000

In a letter sent to the Ha'aretz by David Levy was published saying:

"The current act of violence that has taken place on Israeli soil is a
true example of ignorance and the absolute destruction of the peace process
as we know it.
The Hamas, for some reason believe that the best way to get their demands
met, is to make a potentially fatal attack on Israel. Somewhere inside their
ill logic they felt that ignoring the fact that Israel has been in
negotiations with the PLO and dealing with various other threats at the same
time. This selfish destructive action has in no way sped the Palestinians on

April 11. The Israel team needs to decide what how to respond to the Hamas bombings. They leave the
computer room where everyone else is working, and have a "secret" meeting in the hall.

Rodney/Barak: We have to do something, we have to do something. Here's what I think we should do.
Everything that seems like a big thing to do probably has some negative consequences. Like if we
declare martial law, or we close our borders, or do something, it will be looked on as really rash, wrong,
and like bad right?

BretULevy: Yes..

Rodney/Barak: So I think what we should do, is just increase security a little more, and that's it.

(Brett makes a sound like a quiz show "wrong answer" buzzer.)

Rodney/Barak: Why is that a bad idea?

Brett/Levy: (He makes the buzzer sound again.) I'd like to point out that if anyone calls us "rash", who's
saying that about the Hamas? Hamas blows up busses and they're like, "good for them!" Israel tightens
security and they're like "Buuuuuh!" (Sarcastically) Israel is a group of Nazi terrorists for tightening their
security! They should welcome world peace with open arms! And let Britain in there and blow thern up!

Rodney/Barak: That's the thing, though, that's the whole point. Like the thing is

Lookingat,t, e classroorn,dialogfrom/tha_t day;(partially/reproducethabove),Xcan;see;Rodney/struggling
withithis/dirticult/decision. Brett;ancatned)topull5him/in opposite,directionsBrettiurged/swift,/ond/./..///,////z// ///;:// /' ////////0, .////,///://,..</ 4,,/,/ // ,07',/ ///, /17 /i,fic ///' /decisive relapatiop,while.foyery,retallotoryfaction./Koaney;proposea,/parguea; a -, , e consequences

/dildfireatdCtignIiiito4Z:1Wpe'lliptible. j / /./

/71 ihrhe,olte/afm,didnylrfow/NhNI7iAtitOriassip,413,o;leaclerOlAinzapeijyardo
cllego/student,whwa4;thensPof/the;GarpeNentoriThe"frientorncthis cfinfederatplaye /had
lo/iteii6fdt/he,a1/ etz,"/4acs/(elr ier,,ana,4WcziciecaregLordbln/ grzaeafW /S3''IoovWe(a/c/tiv/ityfin,/tiC'r
game. Atithis/point/imtheisimulationthe,mentors/had,discovereckthat>they could/play amactive/rolean

/// . ./w//
haping/events. In/a/post-simulation/interview /the/Game,Mentor/saidthat/' by/theiend/of/theiga ejwe

/realized,/that all otuszloge hersould/mold;the;way,the/gameigoesand,we'could/makelhe game,cio/////../ / 7..,////./ ///-/ x; ///,i ////// /.0,./ /XI/
/7/ 7"////,' /7.;(/*/.../.4,11717

hpweveme wanted4w,,Though;the,mentors-}Justificatiomforytheirdecisions didnot go,muchlurth r,
thanactivit /isigoodthe/result/tumed,into,a;meaningful/expenencelb/r/the/Israelifleamahey/we able/
to/feel/some/of/the/difficulty/in choosingon;appropriate/response,to/aithreatening,situationf
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the road to peace. It has in fact made things worse and slowed the
negotiations to a dead halt for an undetermined amount of time. I would
think the PLO would act in outrage at a group that would dare represent them
with violence. I would like to ask the Hamas: are you trying to completely
remove the possiblity of peace in Israel?

If not why would you make such a disgusting move against our Government? If
you are, I pray for your children for what group of people have any hope of
survival if their governing power so openly embraces violence?"

Brett/Levy. Why doesn't Israel just give up their entire country to Syria, the PLO, and Lebanon, as
ammends4Or peace. That would be the only suitable action that anyone would agree with.

Pete/Peres:Nou canl take that position, it's like the worst thing we could possibly do right now. W
have to stay strong:

BretULevy (to Rodney): You only care about what the mentors think. They could care less.

(Everyone's voice is raised to nearly shouting.)

Rodney/Barak: I don't care about that, I don't care these
Brett/Levy: There's all these governments doing whatever the hell they want to, and we're like trying to
make decisions and work toward peace, and we make like one decision in our own favor and we're like,
we're "rash".

Rodney/Barak So what should we do? What should we do? Brett, what do you think we should do'?

Brett/Levy: I'm still angry with the Hamas. We can't just be like, "OK you guys did a potential"
Rodney/Barak: So we should bomb them? We should bomb them? Because
Brett/Levy: Ok let's pretend that, oh, there were 2 people on each one of those busses that blew up.
That would have been 500 people killed by that Hamas bombing. "Oh well, good old Hamas! You're just
going to blow us up, you get back there "

,,,,, ,,,r / ///z , / //. / // /./m ir- ",/,./ /:,/Lod ipgiback 4fris striing;h9vVin,c, aracle9the2Brett andl3odney/were./lh;the/real/worldavid/Le
/ tC4.1leic, .s, ra/mei//e4;4444)1-iti(W41;a/n.ceth ail3/11aPWthzkOltVa4i.14.i:i4/.kseveWpigiii/ilia.b/i'
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/ impulses7wanbng/to/.do,whatwastest/forpeace/in/th 4ong/term,/while/not wanting/to compromise/
//This

maphLe/beenothing/more,,than a/coindidental paralleVbetween/the/students'zown/personalities//.///7::///////// 41 /////.4// ////////,/// /////./e////////../ r//w/t/ te./.!-.</ //x7/.///////// 7. &./:
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Israel began an intensive security crackdown. The news wires reported the following news item on April
12.

NEWS FLASH
In response to the Hamas bombings, Israel has initiated an intense crackdown
on terrorism. IDF forces have conducted searches and placed arrests on over
100 suspected Hamas terrorists and supporters. While this action has helped
rid Israel of many terrorists, the Hamas' reaction to this search and arrest
operation may be severe.

Rodney/Barak:The problem with the Hamas, though, is that there's not one place that they're located.
And the thing is that a lot of the places they are located are in Israel. So we can't just bomb them,
because we'd be bombing our own country. That's the problem.

Pete/Peres: We can set up a terroristic network.

Brett/Levy: Yeaaaah.

Rodney/Barak: We can set a terrorist network to kill them. We can do that, I've done that. That's what
my action form'says Ito do, actually.

Pete/Peres: Send troops?

Rodney/Barak: We should just increase security and have them arrest everybody that's a Hamas-i-ite.

Pete/Peres: That's good.

Brett/Levy: Hamas-i-ite?

Rodney/Barak: Hamas-i-ite.

r,
71:fitimately/the/team decide.d on a/relatively restrained/colose of2action"-- aisecurity/crackdown./They/ //////4/ e/..(// 4/////.///A0/////// //,,/ ,// /////7/////////././/////,/ / //y.,%V,/./:/ 7 /////////
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Approach Two: Building Theory Through Dialogue About Learning

The Interactive Communications and Simulations (ICS) Group has long
employed University of Michigan students as mentors for its online simulations
and communication-oriented activities (Kupperman & Weisserman, 2000; Scott,
Espinosa, Stanzler, & Goodman, 2000; Weisserman, 1999), and there is a
significant body of theoretical research supporting such mentoring projects.
Vygotskian theories of cognition (Vygotsky, 1978), for instance, suggest that
more capable peers can lead students to forms of cognition and subjects of

inquiry that they might not otherwise reach themselves (Bonk, Medury, &
Reynolds, 1994). The idea, of course, is that individuals can effectively learn
new skills through the use of human scaffolding offered within their zone of
proximal development (Salomon, Globerson, & Guterman, 1989; Wertsch,
1991). Largely, these projects have been successful (Scott et al., 2000), and the
ICS mentoring seminars have become crucial to the success of its projects
(including, but not limited to, Conflix and AIC).

A significant limitation of the ICS mentoring framework, however, is due to the
very nature of online communicative activity: most ICS mentoring activity occurs
exclusively online. Despite recent (and well-publicized) efforts to move towards
educational communities that exist exclusively online (such as the Concord
Consortium s Virtual High School; see) (Hsi & Tinker, 1998), many researchers
have come to believe that online educational endeavors are most valuable when
they are thoughtfully embedded within offline classroom-based and informal
social experiences. In fact, Scott (2000) makes a compelling argument that in
most truly constructivist electronic activities, online interaction is just the tip of
the iceberg. His Iceberg Theory contends that the most meaningful cognitive
activity is usually buried below the water s surface, within the classroom s
offline culture. (That has been the case in The Conflix Project from day one: see
Weisserman, 1999). Herein lies one significant limitation of the current ICS
mentoring framework. While university students are generally more capable
than their novice counterparts, they are not truly peers in the most important
sense of the term. The defining barrier is neither age nor cognitive ability, but
rather the college student s lack of admission to, and participation in, the student
culture below the surface of the game. Vygotskian theory does indeed point to
the value of mentoring relationships; but it also emphasizes that learning is
inherently situated in these social, cultural, institutional and historical contexts
(Wertsch, 1991).

Recently, however, much attention has been given to the need for educators to
discover new forms of cognitive mentorships within a more legitimate social
context (Brown et al., 1989; Collins, 1996). Indeed, some researchers have
suggested that the online communities can be effective sites for peer
mentorships (Brown & Campione, 1994; Riel & Harasim, 1994; Sugar & Bonk,
1995). To that end, in late 1998 we added a new level of human scaffolding to
Conflix by allowing successful former players who were still in high school to take
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on some aspects of the mentoring role. These high school mentors, quickly
surpassed the college-aged mentors in their ability to mediate the learning
experience of the players largely, we suspect, because they themselves were
not only part of the game s offline culture, but because to a large extent they
themselves were its culture-bearers.

Tharp and Gallimore (1988) have suggested six ways in which mentors can
assist novice performance. These include: Modeling; Contingency Management;
Feedback; Instructing; Questioning; and Cognitive Structuring. Tharpe (1993)
later amended this taxonomy to include a seventh task, Task-Structuring.
Traditionally, ICS university mentors have engaged primarily in three of these
tasks: Questioning (in their roles as journalists); Feedback (as political aides);
and,Contingency Management (as game-masters who assign power rankings,
and as journalists who sometimes engage in editorial critiques of political
activity). To a lesser extent, they also engage in Modeling (on certain occasions,
college mentors have adopted the roles of confederate politicians, especially
early in the game) and Task-Structuring (through selection of Agenda Round and
Resolution Round options, and through the occasionally inclusion of special
scenario-based emergency rounds ).

However, a major component of the high school mentors experience with the
project has been to engage them in some fairly sophisticated discussion of
educational theory, almost as a type of anthropological science. Indeed, one
recent cohort has made the focus of their efforts understanding the subtle
connections between players learning and the online and offline cultures of
which the players are a part. For better or for worse, much of this discussion has
gone unrecorded, because much of it has gone on informally, or out of our own
earshot. Part of it, however, has been recorded in an online group journal
(referred to as a weblog, or blog ), which is in our opinion representative of the
informal discussions, and this section will draw on that growing archive of
electronic discourse.

The discussion centers around building a model by which the high school
mentors might come to understand the relationship between culture and learning
in The Conflix Project. The following is representative of the ongoing discussion:

Online group journal entry by Michelle, a high school mentor:

Seeing as I'm not sure where to really begin, I think an introduction would
be appropriate to get things rolling. My name is Michelle; I am a senior at
West Bloomfield High School, and a member of the "Conflix Inner Circle"
as you might call it. Basically, I am a Conflux nut. I am a 2nd time mentor
and a 3rd time player in Conflix, and as of late I have been working to
develop some interesting theories about the game
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As a veteran Conflix player, I have had the opportunity to be a part of
some innovative concepts revolving around the game and its principles.
Most importantly, however, is the concept that I, along with a few
others, are now working to develop into a concrete model [for
understanding how culture and learning relate in this game]

The model, as we call it, is really a conceptual understanding of the
Conflix Culture, which can honestly be something of a challenge to
comprehend, let alone map out and understand. The best way I can think
to describe it is really as the collective nature of Conflix as a whole, how
certain principles and ideologies play a factor in the developments within
the game. The culture really includes everything within the boundaries of
the online activity, but also within the out of character interaction that
surrounds the game. Many of the characteristics within the Conflix culture
have significant political and educational significance, and can serve in
many respects as a microcosm of American politics and of human nature
and our role in a society.

So just what is this model that we are attempting to create? And how did
we come up with the initial outline for it? Allow me to explain. This really
started in a lot of ways with some concerns I had been having about the
course of this semester of Conflix. Luke had pointed out the shift from
deliberation to scandal as the primary focus of the active players, which fit
directly into concerns that I was having about the balance of power and
control in Conflix and its effects on the learning environment. What we
have now, I said, are three very distinctive subcultures existing within the
Conflix culture as a whole. One, the scandal subculture, is far more
powerful than the others, and I believe it is the wrong place for the center
of the Conflux culture to revolve around.

Looking for a way to visually express my divided subculture conjecture, I
turned to these lovely colored block squares [in the school s] carpeted
hallway. The squares are a block divided into nine sub blocks of different
colors. Using each one of the rows, I began to map out this conjecture
with respect to the Conflix culture and its connection to the learning
environment. With some prompting from Weiss, we expanded the initial
assumption to include the concepts of philosophy, and interaction. With
help from the other creative Conflix mentor minds, the model soon moved
off the floor and to the chalkboard, allowing us to attempt a 3-0
representation of the concepts, and evolving our model to its present
state.

Michelle goes on to describe a model designed to map general tendencies in
Conflix. The initial model divided activity according to a character's personal
philoSophy, motivation, and method, with labels of "elitist," "idealist," and "the
masses" (i.e. populist). The evolution of the model is beyond the scope of this
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paper, but this online dialog illustrates the way students have begun to discuss
not just the events of the simulation, but its overall educational goals.

You should also know that this examination of Conflix culture, and this
model are also the center of another debate, the debate over where the
focus of Conflix should be. Luke and I think that the real power and the
focus behind the game should be in the center, deliberation, in other
words is the key to keeping the culture the most effective in terms of
learning. We feel that right now the focus of the Conflix culture is so far to
the right, and emerged in the scandal subculture. We feel that by
strengthening the deliberation subculture, we can draw the [other]
subculture[s] in, and de-alienate them, as they as they are right now in the
game. We think that by bringing the focus center again, we can naturally
attract the necessary attention to draw the game back to the deliberation
again.

Some people however, disagree with us, they think that strengthening the
deliberation isn't the way to go about this. Although, I am not entirely sure
how to relay their opinions on specifics of the matter, so you'll have to ask
one of them to explain their ideas for how we should go about fixing this
culture.

You should also know one other thing, where the mentor culture comes
into play in this model. Well the mentors are an obvious part of the culture.
But we think for the most part the mentors are divided, as are players, with
mentors in each column and row. We also think that the mentor activity
corresponds with the concept that Luke and I were discussing, there are
too many mentors right now in the Scandal subculture, which contributes
to the unbalanced culture as a whole. Weiss sat us down the other day in
fact to talk about the Mentor culture as a whole, and how its divisions are
a concern. The fact is, the mentor culture sounds a lot like that of the
culture as a whole, but this mentor aspect is new to our model, so it will
obviously need to be developed further.

Online group journal entry by Rachael, a high school mentor:

Over the past few days, there have been structures created that try to
model the Culture of Conflix, showing where people are and where they
SHOULD be. SHOULD BE in the sense where, they will learn the
most....

Now, at first when these models were being made, I thought that we
were correct in saying that there is a place these players SHOULD be in
order to learn the most. But when I sit back and look at it, I totally
disagree with that idea. Players should be where they want to be, because
when they are there, they will learn the most. In the first idea, with the flat
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square, we talked about bringing the extremes to the medium. So say for
example, taking a very player down to the medium, and bringing
an[other[ player up. By putting them in the medium, is that going to
increase or decrease their learning? Well, now to me the answer is
obvious. Its going to decrease it, based on the fact that if you don t WANT
to be there, you aren t going to open yourself up to learning, or enjoyment
for that matter.

As mentors, we talk a lot about enhancing ones learning experience. Yes
that is our job to do, but I think that we can sometimes look at it the wrong
way. In the beginning of the game up to the middle, the players are drawn
towards their niche, and once they arrive there, its very rare they ever
leave. Reason being like I have said before, they enjoy being there and
they want to be there. If they didn t, they never would ye gone. Anyway, as
mentors, we cannot try to conform the players to one environment, but
rather we have to in some extent conform ourselves to each individual.
This way, we can keep these players in their own environments, where
they can learn to the fullest. That is why I believe the cube wont work. I
understand that as mentors, we have separate niches as well. And I think
that most of us can agree that even though we are at times separated, we
fall into the same sub-culture (its kinda like the sub-sub culture thing,
whoa-that s confusing!). We all want these players to learn. We all want to
teach them the best we can. Now, the ways we go about it create the
differences among us, but we are still striving for the same goal. I m not
saying that we need to change our niche based on the players. But with
the higher level of experience we have, we sure can alter it in order to
benefit the newcomers

Online group journal entry by Michelle, a high school mentor:

Conflix is a game. Since it is a game, albeit one unique in description, it
must have rules. All games have rules, some spoken and some not,
some which are determined by decree of the players in the game,'and
some by the maker of the game, you know, the rules printed in the packet
of instructions that come in the box. I suppose a good example of this can
be shown in the game Monopoly. Many people, I would wager to say
most all people, play Monopoly with a $500.00 pot to be collected each
time a player lands on the free parking space. Let's call this the "free-
parking" clause. All fees and dividends are put into this pot until someone
collects and then the process repeats. You probably already know about
this clause, or have heard of it. But what you may not have been aware
of, and what many people are entirely ignorant of, is that this "free parking
rule" does not exist in the official rulebook of the game Monopoly. Mind
you the rulebook does not forbid such a clause at all, but it does not
establish one of any kind. What is most striking to me is not that a rule has
been created, and infused into standard practice, but that so many people
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are ignorant of the fact that it does not-officially exist as a rule of Monopoly
game play. Perhaps they have been told that it was an official rule and
never bothered to check for themselves. The fact is, VERY few people
actually read through those official Parker Brothers game instructions.
Most people never pick them up at all. Most people, the majority of
people, just start playing the game. They skim the rules, note the vital
ones, and then proceed to create a game style all their own. Often with
patters from games previously played and rules previously invented; with
rules passed through the knowledge of experimentation [ed note: that's
DEEP. Think about it a while.] Some of these invented rules have
become like law, they are in a sense, laws directed onto the people by the
people themselves, and not by the distant board game inventor.

Conflix is no exception to its own host of "free-parking clauses," laws that
have been manufactured by the many players that have passed the game
from one generation to the next. People passing along their own rules of
governance, while sending each box fully equipped with those unalterable
Parker Brothers game rules as well. It's the combination of these two
types of rule- making that define the game, these two variables control the
laws of governance, and they are unalterable and the adaptable. While I
am using the Monopoly metaphor more specifically to address the state of
Conflix, you should know that I understand the bigger implication of the
metaphor and what it says about the laws of society in general. We as an
American society, any society, have alterable and unalterable laws. They
are as you told me, the "Natural laws" and the "Social Mores". Natural
laws are the laws that in effect set the outermost perimeters of the game.
They establish the point at which the game is no longer being played, the
point at which you are no longer within the boundaries of the game.
Social mores are the laws, or unlaws as the case may be, which establish
the structure within the game, and allow certain paths or directions within
the game to be maintained. Unlike the aforementioned laws, these mores
can change and do change often.

You asked me Weiss, to articulate just what these sets of laws are, and
why they are significant in Conflix. Having done the former, I will now
attempt to do the latter. I tried to think of this as a collective culture, and
ask questions: Where are the ends of Conflix? Who makes them? I
looked at those little yellow post-it-notes: May do. Can't do. Must do. I
came to a realization. Natural laws are unalterable because if you were to
change them than you would no longer be playing Conflix, but a different
game altogether, note the laws of the Conflix Constitution. Social mores
CAN be changed because they are all still within the game jurisdiction of
Conflix, despite how obscure some of those laws might be. The fact is
Weiss; there are very few established laws in Conflix. And after careful
consideration I have decided that I don't know how to define these rules,
as you like me too, because I think that many of them don't exist, or exist
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in theory, yet to be solidified. Moreover, our natural laws are often what
we have come to accept as natural laws, laws that were once social
mores, just as the "free-parking clause" can be compared to the existence
of scandal in the Conflix environment. Perhaps therein lies some sort of
justification for the position of a Mentor, to mold these laws, to define
them, to shape the game to keep Conflix but allow it to move and change
over time. As mentors our existence is justified by this existence of laws,
or rather by their ambiguity.

I have been looking at this with a bias. The fact is, the game should be
left to run its course, and the people must be allowed to create their own
laws. They must be allowed their "free-parking rules" because those rules
shape the game environment. Only from testing and invading boundaries
and limits, can people learn how strong their established natural laws are,
in a specific sense, how that constitution holds up when tested. How does
the government hold up when tested? There is no real way to define the
ends of Conflix until we have reached them. In a manner of speaking,
Conflix is not educational anarchy as I have perceived it so often before,
but a massive experimentation with the limits of the individual, and power
that he or she possesses to control the environment they exist in. I look at
this in so many ways now, above all in the political and social setting. The
true educational value of Conflix is not deliberation, as I have long insisted
that it should be, but the study of law and rulemaking. It's a civics class.
But it's not; it's a game too. I understand now what you meant Weiss
when you said that this semester was more educational than the last, I
didn't see it because I didn't really comprehend how it was possible: its
what I didn't see that is so important. The connection is clear now.
Conflix is a game, a civics game, a dots game, and a social game...
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Approach Three: Documentary Video

As noted, the third approach we have taken involves the use of video. Probably,
this has been the most useful approach to research on these projects, not just in
terms of expressing our findings but in terms of forcing us to thoughtfully
approach what we have already uncovered.

What we have found is that capturing candid video, then incorporating it into rich
documentaries, has led us to think about these projects in new and different
ways. As Denzin and Lincoln (2000) note, films allow the researcher to move
from the personal to the political, the local to the historical and the cultural. They
are dialogical texts. They presume an active audience. They create spaces for
give-and-take between reader and writer. They do more than turn the other into
the object of the social science gaze.

In Conflix, especially, the use of film has produced rich results, partly because of
the researcher s role as a classroom teacher. Thus, what follows is a sample of
the discourse not only captured by the use of documentary film, but partly
facilitated by it. It is difficult, not to say almost hypocritical, of us to make a claim
for the use of film as a legitimate medium not only for research but of
dissemination of research findings, then turn to expository text to describe these
films. Alas, it is not possible to include the film in this paper. However, an
example of these videos is available in Quicktime format at
http://ics.soe.umich.edu/papers/AERA2001/.

To maintain the tone of the film as best we can, we turn to journalistic narrative
as the best possible alternative:

The movie is entitled Crossing the Line.

It is amateurish, although endearingly so, like those MTV-style
docudramas with their faux-real finish. Some of the candid shots are
filmed without benefit of a tripod, while others jerk from subject to subject
with an astonishing lack of manual dexterity. The interviews are more
aesthetically pleasing, having been conducted in a studio with the benefit
of lighting and a black velvet backdrop. Even so, the sound is uneven at
times, subject to the occasional pop and crackle of a six-dollar
microphone. And the transitions are uneven, with the odd bit of dialogue
truncated in mid-syllable. But there is a certain quality to it, as though the
filmmaker possessed the artistry but not the technical expertise to make a
professional quality documentary.

It begins with Jaime. She is about sixteen years old, animated as all hell,
with almond eyes the size of saucepans and a face that is almost
disturbingly expressive. (Later, she will tell you she is the product of a
shotgun wedding, or what happens when a Chinese guy knocks up a little
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blonde chick from Nebraska. ) Like most of the kids in the film, she is
deeply articulate and passionate about what she does, with the profound
conviction that comes from being extremely young and extremely bright.
She is seated on a stool in front of the dark backdrop, hunched slightly
forward, hands in her lap. She rolls her eyes upwards and brushes back
her bangs as she describes Karl.

I hate his politics, I hate the way he thinks, I hate his whole his whole
ideology, she says, struggling for the right term. Words fail her again,
and you get the sense that it is a rare occasion indeed. I just hate
everything he stands for. It s just wrong.

She seems older than she is at times like this, when she s processing
what has happened. But the effect is momentary, as the camera cuts to
an informal candid shot, from an earlier time. She is in a crowded
classroom now, part of a small group discussion. The room itself is busy-
looking, cluttered, with photos of former students tacked up on every wall
and curling in the building s pervasive humidity. There are movie posters
on the wall, a hideous lamp, a full-sized cut-out of Albert Einstein.
Computer desks line three of the walls. In the middle, four or five desks
are pushed together, and as the other students talk Jaime quickly melts
into one of those slouching positions only a teenaged girl finds
comfortable. The camera zooms in on the back of her sweatshirt, on
which someone has stuck three sticky-notes, which read, Worst Conflix
Player Ever. Zoom back as someone shows Jaime, who peels the notes
off, glances at them, and sighs in resignation. Then she wads them up
and chucks them hard at a swarthy kid who looks maybe eleven years
old.

Later, you find he is older than that, but not by much. Karl is barely
fourteen, but precocious, already a high-school junior. Short and owlish,
with outsized feet and hands, he bears an uncanny resemblance to The
Count from Sesame Street, and you resist the urge to repeat, One batty
batty batty, two batty batty batty. Five years from now, you think, the girls
will slobber over him, but it will be five long years indeed. He laughs, and
Jaime gets up from her seat and, half-kidding, punches him in the back.

'The stickies are clearly a running joke, but there s some real tension there.

Cut to another candid shot, this one with Jaime and Karl seated on top of
their desks, arguing directly as the other students watch with voyeuristic
interest. A dark-haired boy with Slavic features stands nearby, ready to
interject.

You are the worst Conflix player ever, Jaime tells Karl, more seriously
than you might expect. I realize I ye only been playing Conflix for a few
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months, but already I know you are the worst player in the history of the
game.

Karl is not laughing now. Why, Jaime? he asks, almost taunting. Why
do you think so?

Another student catcalls: Yeah, Jaime, why do you think he s a bad
player? He s kicking your ass.

Jaime looks at the cameraman, explaining. He s just wrong, she tells
him. He s using, like, words and alliances and stuff, and he s not actually
saying anything, and he s gaining power from it, and it s wrong.

You have alliances, Karl says. How are your alliances any different?

You don t have you re just manipulating everyone, and they re too
stupid to realize it, because they think you 11 actually share power with
them, she retorts. You don t actually have any beliefs about the issues,
you re just trying to better your own position.

So, that s what you re doing. What is your alliance about?

National health care, she answers, a little smugly.

Bullshit, says Karl, as if that settled matters. You re getting power too.

Jaime turns to the cameraman. Nothing he says has any substance.

Good, it s working, says Karl. You see? It s all about getting power.
That just means I m doing well. He is not pompous, just a little
mischievous. But you wonder how this 11 translate when he s older.

She makes a sound, a sort of frustrated grunt. Nothing he says has any
substance, she says. He s formed this network of little politicians who
hide the fact that he doesn t actually have any beliefs.

Cut back to Jaime s interview. If you had a chance to start government
over again, to reform it in a way that makes sense, shouldn t you do it over
better, the way it should be? Not make it some weird, dystopian system
that s even more corrupt than the one we have now, where the
demogogues have power and the honest people have nothing?

And back to Karl. It is his turn to be seated on the stool, in front of the
curtain: I think of this as being a giant mind game. Screw them before
they screw you. You play the game Jaime plays, or Ilya plays, and you
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get nowhere. But you play the game the way I play it, you can get things
done.

Now the camera turns to Luke, a rail-thin kid wearing an old man s cap. It
is, you suspect, a kind of fashion statement, just not a very good one.
Intelligent eyes, dirty blonde hair. He looks like the fortunate offspring of
Matt Damon in Good Will Hunting and Michael J. Fox in Family Ties.

At least he s honest about it, Luke says, gesticulating in a way that is
more self-conscious than practiced. He nods in what I presume to be
Karl s direction. Every other politician in this game pretends he doesn t
believe in seeking power, but look what you re all doing. Even you, Ilya
he points directly at the Slavic-looking kid, who is off camera, even you,
Ilya. You re the most dishonest person in the game. Here you are
running for president, and you claim not to be interested in gaining
power?

Ilya turns out to be the most polished politician of the bunch, and the least
secure. Dark hair, pale features. He holds his hands together in a
preacher s pose.

I ll tell you why I m running for president, he says. I think I m pretty good
at this. I think I understand the issues better than anyone, and I think I m
the most able person to establish anything resembling a coalition. I trust
and listen to what other people say instead just politicking.

They hoot him down a little for his conceit, but he continues. Have you
read my latest posts? He pauses. Probably not, they re too long and
substantive and stuff, but here s what I ye been trying to say. Now they
really hoot him down, and a few of the kids throw things at him.

Jaime and Karl, they both just watch.

Meanwhile, he camera shifts, and so does the setting. A young man sits
outside, cross-legged on the school s front lawn. He is tan, well-fed, very
suburban. He gives the impression of someone who s smirking, even
when he s not. The caption at the bottom of the screen reads: Grant,
High School Mentor.

He is pensive, answering a question. In my personal opinion, I feel
politics is definitely about power. I think people go into politics for a
reason, and it s not to represent the common good of man. He pauses.
When I talk about democracy I m talking about a system in which the

general population has a meaningful say in public affairs, and by that
definition, I don t think we re a democracy, no. I am not sure whether he
is talking about the game or real-life, and the abiding impression is that he
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doesn t either. And if this is an oligarchy, then we mentors are the
oligarchs. The reality is, we are the people who control what is going on,
and if we didn t want something to happen, well he trails off, leaving the
thought unfinished.

Conclusions

The preceding narratives are attempts at representing activity that goes on in AIC
and Conflix. But they are not objective representations of randomly selected
events; rather, they are interpretations of carefully chosen slices of activity. As
such, they make normative statements about what we think is valuable about
these projects. The narratives are attempts at representing complex data, but
they are also statements about what is important to notice and think about.
(Logician and law scholar Layman Allen has phrased the issue unforgettably as,
"What is WOMAN?" where WOMAN stands for "Worthy Of My Attention Now.")

For us, what is "worthy of my attention now" generally has to do with interactions
between people and learning that is constructed collaboratively. Even though the
projects revolve around online communication between participants, we want to
draw attention to the face-to-face discussions that feed from the online activity
and then feed back into that activity. The role of the teacher is also crucial in
determining what sort of learning goes on; these are not courses that are "taught
online." The position of project designer as a simultaneous teacher, researcher,
and learner is important to us as well. We can say with confidence that the
people who have learned the most from these projects have been ourselves.

In these projects, there is no single definitive account of what happened, what
was experienced, and what was learned (let alone by whom). What we have is
not a story but a tangle of stories; not a methodology but an attempt.at creating a
more adequate language of description; not findings about what typically
happens given certain conditions, but descriptions of what is noteworthy. In
regard to these approaches, we are reminded of Clifford Geertz s attempts to
make sense of people, towns, and nations that are constantly changing and
interacting with each other:

It is not history one is faced with, nor biography, but a confusion of
histories, a swarm of biographies. There is order in it all of some sort, but
it is the order of a squall or a street market: nothing metrical It is
necessary, then, to be satisfied with swirls, confusions, and inconstant
connections; clouds collecting, clouds dispersing. There is no general
story to be told, no synoptic picture to be had. Or if there is, no one,
certainly no one wandering in to the middle of them like Fabrice at
Waterloo, is in a position to construct them, neither at the time nor later.
What we can construct, if we keep notes and survive, are hindsight
accounts of the connectedness of things that seem to have happened:
pieced-together patternings, after the fact
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To form my accounts of change, in my towns, my profession, my world,
and myself, calls thus not for plotted narrative, measurement,
reminiscence, or structural progression, and certainly not for graphs;
though these have their uses (as do models and theorizings) in setting
frames and defining issues. It calls for showing how particular events and
unique occasions, an encounter here, a development there, can be woven
together with a variety of facts and a battery of interpretations to produce a
sense of how things go, have been going, and are likely to go. Myth, it
has been said, I think by Northrop Frye, describes not what happened but
what happens. Science, social science anyway, is much the same, save
that its descriptions make claim to solider grounding and sounder thought
( Geertz, 1995, p. 2)

The danger, of course, is to us as researchers (and, one supposes, to journal
reviewers and readers). It would be tempting to get lost in the approach of
multiple voices, to record but not consider, to relate but not reflect. The three

approaches presented in this paper by no means avoid these dangers
completely. However, each offers certain benefits that cannot easily be afforded
through traditional means of analysis:

Layered discourse allows us to think about texts not just as static products, but
as objects that are both the cause and result of discourse. It is intended to be a
framework for thinking about the relationship between written text, face-to-face
discourse, and reflective thought. Perhaps more importantly, though, it makes a
normative argument for what is important in an online project: that the online
discourse is an essential part, but only a part, of an educational experience that
includes face-to-face interactions among classmates and teachers, as well as
ongoing reflections on what has been learned and what should be learned.

Building theory through online discourse web journaling provided some
intriguing benefits. We engaging in this "web logging" or blogging with a group
of high school students whose primary tasks involved mentoring others engaged
in the online activity. In discussing what the players non-mentors engaged in
the activity learned, we did not come to any ground-breaking conclusions about
the content matter. We did, however, come to understand a fair amount about
what mentors learn when they mentor. As it happens, a great deal of reflection
about the nature of education is captured in the journals, and the use of this tool
is a promising way to explore a type of reflection that falls between the genres of
the individually-written essay and the ephemeral classroom discussion.

Of the three, constructing the documentary video proved to be the most germane
for capturing the human elements of both projects not just in terms of recording
the affect of the participants, but also in terms of capturing the offline culture that
surrounds the game. It also introduces an element of for want of a better
word passion that other forms of analysis generally lack. As researchers,
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crafting a narrative from inches of disk space (here metaphor fails us in the pre-
digital age the phrase would have been miles of film ) forced upon us a critical
subtlety that would have been far easier to avoid in a more traditional media.
This experience was powerful enough that we are experimenting with having
mentors create videos of their own, documenting the learning that occurs in the
project, as they see it.
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